Photo Digitization Request Form								

The Cambridge Room’s historical images, other than those restricted by our terms of access policy statement and any specified
restrictions, are accessible to the public. Digital copies of photographs are available, unless restricted by federal copyright law and any
collection-specific stipulations, for a charge that is based on the purchaser’s intended use of the image. With completion of this form
and payment of all appropriate fees, the Cambridge Room grants permission to use the photographs listed in the manner described.

Name ____________________________________________________________________________________
Address

__________________________________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________________ State ______________ Zip Code _____________
Telephone _____________________________ Email Address ______________________________________
Photo Digitization Request
I request the digital reproduction of the following material (s). Please include each item’s identifying number, collection title, and brief
description.

Conditions of Use
In consideration of our supplying you with a copy of a photograph, the user agrees:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To use the image only once and then only for the purpose stated on this form,
Not to use for commercial purposes, and
To credit each individual reproduction to: The Cambridge Room Archives and Special Collections, and
To make advance payment to the Cambridge Room for any fees associated with the digitization process, and
Not to use or authorize others to use the image for any purpose differing from the specific use stated below without written
permission from the Cambridge Room, and
To provide the Cambridge Room, at its request, a complimentary copy of any publication or production using an archives
photograph.

The Cambridge Room reserves the right to limit the number of digital copies; to restrict the use or reproduction of rare, valuable, or
fragile items; and to ensure that the use of the reproductions is in good taste. The Cambridge Room reserves the right to require a
proof for approval before publication. If more than one image is requested, an hourly rate of $25 will be applied and prorated to the
quarter hour based on how much time the order takes to process.

Non-commercial Use ONLY
Please circle:

PERSONAL

ACADEMIC

NONPROFIT

Signature ___________________________________________
Date ____________

GOVERNMENT

NONCOMMERCIAL MEDIA USE

